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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose and Objectives 

1.1.1 This Outline Traffic Management Plan (this “Plan”) relates to an application made 
by Highways England (the “Applicant”) to the Secretary of State for Transport via 
the Planning Inspectorate (the “Inspectorate”) under the Planning Act 2008 (PA 
2008) for a Development Consent Order (DCO). If made, the DCO would grant 
consent for The A47/A11 Thickthorn Junction (the “Scheme”), a detailed 
description of the Scheme can be found in Chapter 2 The Proposed Scheme of 
the Environmental Statement (ES) (TR010037/APP/6.1). 

1.1.2 This Plan has been prepared in compliance with Regulation 5(2)(q) of the 
Infrastructure Planning (Prescribed Forms and Procedure) Regulations 2009 (the 
“2009 Regulations”) which states  
‘(q) any other documents considered necessary to                        support the application’ 

1.1.3 The purpose of this Plan is to outline measures to manage the effects of 
construction traffic upon the local area resulting from construction of the Scheme. 

1.1.4 This Plan will be developed by the main contractor and will be regularly updated 
throughout construction. 

1.1.5 The responsibilities of the main contractor include the design approval, 
implementation and management of traffic management measures on the 
Scheme, these responsibilities will be updated when this Plan is developed further 
by the main contractor, prior to construction commencing. The Traffic 
Management Plan will be subject to consultation with the local planning authority 
and approval by the Secretary of State as set out in Schedule 2 of the draft DCO 
(TR010037/APP/3.1). 

1.1.6 This Plan should be read alongside the other application documents, in particular 
the Environmental Statement (ES) (TR010037/APP/6.1) and the Environmental 
Management Plan (EMP) (TR010037/APP/7.4). 

2. HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENTS AND TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT MEASURES

2.1 Scope of works 

2.1.1 Carriageways with live lane running on them are dangerous places in which to 
work and will require some form of temporary traffic management to control and 
divert traffic around a work area. To construct the works safely the main 
contractor will provide temporary traffic management throughout the duration of 
the works. The temporary traffic management is used primarily to provide safe 
working areas and is moved and amended as each phase of the works is 
completed. The traffic management consists of traffic cones, temporary barriers 
or fencing and traffic signage at or in advance of any works location. 

2.1.2 All temporary traffic management must be designed and erected in accordance 
and erected in accordance with highways legislation including the New Roads 
and Street Works Act 1991 and the Traffic Signs Regulations and General 
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Directions 2002 (TSRGD). 
2.1.3 The following section describes the temporary traffic management for the 

Scheme. 
2.1.4 The programme of works for Scheme is currently being developed with two 

methods of construction and traffic management under consideration. These are 
as follows: 

2.1.5 Option 1 – A ‘half and half’ construction method of the required structures. This 
would involve a 2x2 contraflow scenario on both the A11 and A47 and involve 
sacrificial temporary widening in order to gain the required construction overlap. 

2.1.6 Option 2 – Full closure of both carriageways alternatively. Whilst full closures are 
in place, the structures would be completed using a ‘bridge push’ method. i.e. the 
pre- build bridge decks would be ‘pushed’ into place whist the carriageway is 
closed and sterile. 

2.1.7 The options are detailed further in Appendix F of this Plan. 

2.2 Proposed traffic management measures 

2.2.1 The proposed temporary traffic management measures are likely to consist, in 
summary, of the following dependent on whether option 1 or option 2, as 
described above, is taken forward. Further details are provided at Appendix F of 
this Plan. 

2.2.2 In order to gain sufficient working room under the proposals being considered for 
Option 1 traffic on both the A11 and A47 will be required to run in contraflow and 
would require temporary widening of the carriageways. 

2.2.3 Option 2 would involve offline construction of the new structures which would 
then be pushed in to place being under full overnight carriageway closures. This 
would require diversion routes to be in place whilst the carriageways were 
closed. The diversion routes are set out in Appendix H of this Plan. 

2.2.4 Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) counts have been carried out to aid in the 
assessment of the feasibility of traffic management proposals. 

2.2.5 Utilising AADT data has allowed the Applicant to consider the most appropriate 
phasing that allows maximum working room capacity which may significantly 
reduce the construction phase whilst not adversely affect journey time reliability or 
congestion. 

2.2.6 The outline phasing of temporary traffic management proposals are shown 
in Appendix G of this Plan. 

2.2.7 Each option has been assessed and this is set out in Appendix F of this Plan. 
The final details of which of the options would be used will be set out in the 
Construction Traffic Management Plan to be produced prior to construction of the 
Scheme commencing. 
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Figure 1. Proposed footbridge 

Figure 2. Proposed bridges over link and A11 
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Figure 3. Proposed underpass locations 

2.7.3 Option 2 Construction – Box slide construction method. Most of the bridge 
constructions will be carried out offline. The structures would then be slid into 
position during a full closure and open cut excavation (and subsequent 
reinstatement). Full road closures, most likely two separate weekends (one for 
the A11 and one for the A47), Friday PM to Monday AM would be required to 
carry this out. Diversions routes will be implemented as shown on the attached 
drawings (see Appendix H for details). 

2.8 Carriageway and slip road closures 

2.8.1 In addition to the full closures outlined in the option descriptions above, Full 
closures may also be required for multiple activities, which may include, but are 
not limited to: 

• Construction of bridge deck.

• Resurfacing works.

• Phase changes.

• Road Marking installation.

• Bridge deck waterproofing.

• Construction of temporary widening.

• Construction of abutments.
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Management Plan to be developed prior to commencement of construction of the 
Scheme. 

2.11.3 In the event of an accident the Regional Operations Centre (ROC) shall be 
notified. Depending upon severity and the situation and action plan shall be 
confirmed with the ROC. This will include the need for emergency services, road 
closures, Variable Message Signs (VMS) activation (where applicable) and 
notification to adjoining networks, dependent upon the severity of the accident. 
The ROC will also be notified in the event of any incident which could 
compromise the capacity of carriageway or impact upon journeys through the 
works. 

2.11.4 Should ‘free recovery’ be a determined, a ‘drop off point’ will need to be present. 
This will need to be away from criminal threat or activity or errant vehicles. Within 
this area the affected motorists should have access to: 

• Phone service.

• Toilet facilities.

• Drinking water.

• Tea & Coffee.

• Shelter with light and heat.

• Baby changing facilities.

• TV.

• WiFi.

• Children’s Games.

2.12 Incursion Risk management 
2.12.1 Incursion risk management will commence during detailed design. It is imperative 

the traffic management is designed not only in accordance with the relevant 
legislation i.e. Traffic Signs Manual (TSM), Construction Design and Management 
Regulations (CDM) and Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) but also 
considers driver behaviour, carriageway alignment, works access and egress 
locations, clarity through road works as per the ‘Roadworks – A Customer 
View1’.1 

2.12.2 It is important that driver fatigue and behaviour is both analysed and monitored to 
prevent incursion through human error. 

2.12.3 Where full closures are used, it is important that a safe system of work is adopted 
to ensure workforce safety and preventing errant vehicles from entering the 
works. This is achieved at gatepoints via an airlock system. Airlock systems are 
installed in accordance with ‘Raising the Bar 27’ – A Highways England guidance 
document detailing the management of temporary traffic management incursions 

2.12.4 Design risk assessments, analysis tools and relevant data collation are used 

1 Roadworks A customer view Implementation toolkit – Version 3.0 November 2020 
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• Roadside signage during planned works.
• Roadside signage that provides advance notice.

• Newsletters to, and meetings with the local community and businesses.

• Publicity campaigns surrounding key events within the construction
programme.

• Twitter and other social media routes.

• Local authority meetings.

• Use of existing Highways England Variable message signs.

• Use of strategically placed portable message signs.

• Use of journey time recognition system.

• Short Message Service (SMS) updates.

• Waze Navigation and Live Traffic App updates.

• Local letter drops for the community and everyone on the diversion route.

• Stakeholder email lists.

• Community based updates.

• Information available in areas where there is a heavy footfall in the local
areas.

• Motorway Service Areas (MSA) on approach.

• Radio travel news bulletins.

• Sharing of traffic management bulletins with neighbouring schemes to
create a wider journey picture for those customers who travel further afield.

• Utilising councils/businesses webpages and request them to display
Scheme updates.

• Having a presence in the neighbouring communities to become a
trusted source of information.

• Tactile signage, talking signs and engagement with local, regional
groups/ centres in order to help to keep vulnerable users safe during
construction.

2.15 Diversion route selection 

2.15.1 Details of the diversion routes proposed are set out in Appendix H of this Plan. 

2.15.2 All diversion routes will be discussed with the local highway authorities and that 
will be affected prior to their implementation. The diversion routes and full 
closures are communicated with emergency services and affected stakeholders 
via regular communications workshops. 
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2.18 Management of construction traffic during the works 

2.18.1 Prior to construction works commencing, a detailed logistics plan will be 
developed which will set out the measures for management of construction traffic 
during the works. This plan will be included as part of the Construction Traffic 
Management Plan and will adopt the following key principles and best practices, 
where feasible to do so: 

• All works accesses and exits to be left turn only, i.e. no right turn across
live traffic lanes.

• Appropriate temporary warning signs will be designed and installed to
inform the travelling public of works access and exit points, and advise
construction traffic of designated access routes and ‘no go’ areas.

• Planning of delivery routes and delivery times to minimise the impact of
construction traffic on local stakeholders.

• Where possible, construction traffic within the site boundary will use
designated haul routes only, which will be segregated from public
highways.

• Parking of construction vehicles and private vehicles for site workers in
designated areas only, e.g. site compounds.

• Site induction to include details of designated access routes and parking
areas for construction traffic.

• Briefings of delivery drivers working for suppliers who will carry out regular
deliveries to the site.

• Regular stakeholder liaison prior to and during the works, including a
regular traffic management forum, to identify any issues regarding the
management of construction traffic which can then be fed into the Scheme
logistics plan.
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Works Section Location Proposed Restrictions (i.e. Lane width restriction, lane closure, speed 
limit, diversion (if road is closed), etc.) TM Drawing Attached (Y/N) TM Drawing Reference Duration (weeks) Start month/year of 

construction 
Month/Year of 
completion Comments

A11 N/B Wymondham to 
Thickthorn Jct Full closure (off-peak 8pm-6am) under diversion NB Y Diversion Only HWM/TM/C2549/A47/001

PAGE 1 OF 4 0.5 Feb-24 Feb-24

1. Accesses to businesses to be maintained at all times, except
under agreed road closures;
2. A11 NB and A11 SB closed at the same time.
3. Weekend, or extended weekend, closure is envisaged.

A11 S/B Thickthorn to 
Wymondham Full closure (off-peak 8pm-6am) under diversion SB Y Diversion Only HWM/TM/C2549/A47/001

PAGE 2 OF 4 0.5 Feb-24 Feb-24

1. Accesses to businesses to be maintained at all times, except
under agreed road closures;
2. A11 NB and A11 SB closed at the same time.
3. Weekend, or extended weekend, closure is envisaged.

A47 E A47/B1108 Jct to 
Thickthorn Jct Full closure (off-peak 8pm-6am) under diversion EB Y Diversion Only HWM/TM/C2549/A47/001

PAGE 3 OF 4 0.5 Apr-24 Apr-24

1. Accesses to businesses to be maintained at all times, except
under agreed road closures;
2. A47E and A47W closed at the same time.
3. Weekend, or extended weekend, closure is envisaged.

A47 W A140/A47 Jct to 
Thickthorn Jct Full closure (off-peak 8pm-6am) under diversion WB Y Diversion Only HWM/TM/C2549/A47/001

PAGE 4 OF 4 0.5 Apr-24 Apr-24

1. Accesses to businesses to be maintained at all times, except
under agreed road closures;
2. A47E and A47W closed at the same time.
3. Weekend, or extended weekend, closure is envisaged.

A47 E+W

OS X-617143.367, Y- 
307472.908 to X - 
620183.069, to Y - 
304080.507

Option 1 A47 Contraflow, 40mph temporary speed limit. See drawing/s for 
further detail. Y HE551492-GTY-TTW-000-DR-PC-30003

HE551492-GTY-TTW-000-DR-PC-30004 60 Sep-23 Nov-24 Conceptual Design Sketches

A11 N+S

OS X - 616048.887, Y - 
303562.01 to X - 
618496.404, Y - 
305541.567

Option 1 A11 Contraflow, 40mph temporary speed limit, See drawing/s for 
further detail. Y

HE551492-GTY-TTW-000-DR-PC-30001
HE551492-GTY-TTW-000-DR-PC-30002
HE551492-GTY-TTM-000-SK-CH-00003

60 Jul-23 Sep-24 Conceptual Design Sketches

A11 N/B Wymondham to 
Thickthorn Jct Full closure (off-peak 8pm-6am) under diversion NB Y Diversion Only HWM/TM/C2549/A47/001

PAGE 1 OF 4

Weekday nightshifts
Weekend nightshifts
Weekends (item 3 only)

Apr-23 Jul-25

1. Accesses to businesses to be maintained at all times, except
under agreed road closures
2. Individual carriageway closures, as required, to enable TM and 
temporary works installation (e.g. sheet piled walls). The number 
of closures required is significantly greater for Option 1 than 
Option 2.
3. Full road closures necessary for bridge beams lifts / deck 
installation on Structure S41.

A11 S/B Thickthorn to 
Wymondham Full closure (off-peak 8pm-6am) under diversion SB Y Diversion Only HWM/TM/C2549/A47/001

PAGE 2 OF 4

Weekday nightshifts
Weekend nightshifts
Weekends (item 3 only)

Apr-23 Jul-25

1. Accesses to businesses to be maintained at all times, except
under agreed road closures
2. Individual carriageway closures, as required, to enable TM and 
temporary works installation (e.g. sheet piled walls). The number 
of closures required is significantly greater for Option 1 than 
Option 2.
3. Full road closures necessary for bridge beams lifts / deck 
installation on Structure S41

A47 E A47/B1108 Jct to 
Thickthorn Jct Full closure (off-peak 8pm-6am) under diversion EB Y Diversion Only HWM/TM/C2549/A47/001

PAGE 3 OF 4

Weekday nightshifts
Weekend nightshifts
Weekends (item 3 only)

Apr-23 Jul-25

1. Accesses to businesses to be maintained at all times, except
under agreed road closures
2. Individual carriageway closures, as required, to enable TM and 
temporary works installation (e.g. sheet piled walls). The number 
of closures required is significantly greater for Option 1 than 
Option 2.
3. Full road closures necessary for installation of footbridge S45 
and demolition of the existing Cantley Lane Footbridge.

A47 W A140/A47 Jct to 
Thickthorn Jct Full closure (off-peak 8pm-6am) under diversion WB Y Diversion Only HWM/TM/C2549/A47/001

PAGE 4 OF 4

Weekday nightshifts
Weekend nightshifts
Weekends (item 3 only)

Apr-23 Jul-25

1. Accesses to businesses to be maintained at all times, except
under agreed road closures
2. Individual carriageway closures, as required, to enable TM and 
temporary works installation (e.g. sheet piled walls). The number 
of closures required is significantly greater for Option 1 than 
Option 2.
3. Full road closures necessary for installation of footbridge S45 
and demolition of the existing Cantley Lane Footbridge.

Cantley Lane

Diverge from the 
A11SB carriageway to 
the Junction with 
Station Lane 

Off-peak full closure (with diversion)
Lane closure
Speed limit reduction to 30mph

No
Up to 117 weeks, on an 
'as-required' basis to 
deliver the works.

Apr-23 Jul-25 Accesses to businesses and homes to be maintained at all times, 
except under agreed road closures.

B1172 Norwich Road
Park & Ride RBT to 
Junction with Station 
Lane / Colney Lane

Off-peak full closure (with diversion)
Lane closure
Speed limit reduction to 30mph

No
Up to 117 weeks, on an 
'as-required' basis to 
deliver the works.

Apr-23 Jul-25 Accesses to businesses and homes to be maintained at all times, 
except under agreed road closures.

A47 / A11 
Interchange 
roundabout

OS:
X - 618440 
Y- 305477

Off-peak full closure (with diversion)
Lane closure
Speed limit reduction to 30mph

No
Up to 117 weeks, on an 
'as-required' basis to 
deliver the works.

Apr-23 Jul-25 As required to enable the proposed works on the RBT, including 
road widening and street funrniture removal and installation.

Option 2: Underpass Box Slide
(See TTM Plan Appendix F for further details, ref. HE551492-GTY-HTM-000-PL-CH-00001)

Option 1: Underpass Top Down, ‘Half and Half’, Construction 
(See TTM Plan Appendix F for further details, ref. HE551492-GTY-HTM-000-PL-CH-00001)

Applicable to both underpass options

Project: A47 Thickthorn Junction Overview:
The table below is intended to outline the TM restrictions that Galliford Try believe would be appropriate and proportional for delivering the A47 Thickthorn Junction
This is based on our current understanding of the design information and local constraints.
This is based on a typical layout of restrictions that may be included in a Highways Specification Appendix 1/17 document.
Based on assumed start date of 11.04.2023.  

Traffic Management Specification

APPENDIX J - Traffic Management Specification Table 
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Departure process for Rolling 7 Day Roadworks Accuracy Measure 

Within 7 Days of Start of works 

Departure form required or justification of 
road closure within 7 day rolling period. 
Departure form required or justification 
provided and accepted. 
TNUW form to be submitted 
OpsEastOrders@highwaysengland.co.uk 

Completed Departure form 
submitted, as required , to 
eastregionroadspace@highwayseng
land.co.uk 

Departure to be signed off by 2 of 3 
independent Directors (RIP/Ops/MP) 
in East Region or nominated deputy 

Successful occupancy takes 
place and starts on time. 
Cancellations or changes within 
7 days causes a KPI failure 

KPI Measure for road closures (including slips) 

On-time – Planned for 7 days in advance and started within 1 hour (either side) of the planned 
start time 
Did not go ahead – Planned for 7 days in advance but did not go ahead (cancelled) 
Not on time – Planned for 7 days in advance but did not happen within 1 hour (either side) of 
planned start time 
Un-planned – Not planned 7 days in advance but added and went ahead. 

Roadspace application as normal to eastregionroadspace@highwaysengland.co.uk 

Over 7 Days before Start of works 

Temporary Notice for Urgent Works (TNUW) 
form to be submitted to Orders Team 
OpsEastOrders@highwaysengland.co.uk 

Or TTRO application (12 weeks minimum) 
or utilise existing TTRO 

Roadspace processed and 
NEMs number provided 

Confirmation required that works will 
take place 10 days prior to start date 
and that they will start within 1 hour 
of the planned start time. Changes  
can be made at this stage 

Successful occupancy takes 
place and starts on time. 
Cancellations or changes within 
7 days causes a KPI failure 

Roadspace processed and 
NEMs number provided 




